Item 1: Approval of Minutes.

No changes. Minutes approved

Item 2: IT Trends / Innovative Activity

Juan – House Bill 4046 went into effect 9/1/2015. Have to be able to give students copies of all electronic data they provide to TAMU. This only applies to applicant data for transfers, undergrads and graduate students. Transfers have the greatest impact. Notification of this new law will go out to all faculty and staff.

Dan – Another big security breach – Blue Cross Blue Shield, 10 million people affected in the northern United States.

Adam – College of Architecture is looking at SPLUNK seriously. Asked if anyone else was interested in using this system.

Ed – “We Present” – aggressive pricing. Comes in Unit Groups of 30. Supports Macs, Androids, etc. $840 per unit.

Item 3: Announcements
Ethel- New IT Alert System – The new system is working well. The URL’s are ITselfservice@tamu.edu, problem.tamu.edu and enhancement.tamu.edu. No RSS feed yet. New system is shared by units within service now at TAMU. IT Service Status – IT service history page not live yet. IT Service Status will allow users to subscribe to any alerts or changes regarding a particular unit. This service won’t be available until the end of September. Alerts are currently being sent out on a Twitter account - @AggieITalert.

Adam – Python Conference at MSC.

Juan – Continuing Education for CPE.

Debra – Electronic and Digital Signature – 3rd Party vendor cloud rules being posted soon. Last day with Willis group is September 17th.

Becky- Last IT meeting. Stuart Hutchins will be taking her place in the College of Education.

**Item 4: New Risk Management Tool**


**Item 5: Discussion from the ITAC Retreat 2015**

Not discussed, ran out of time.

**Item 6: Open Discussion**

Not discussed, ran out of time.

Meeting adjourned 10:00 a.m.